Portal

Pendant Series

The magic of light
and transparency
The Portal Pendant Series
is a modern and expressive
decorative luminaire that plays
on the concept of light and
transparency. With three sizes
that can be suspended vertically
or horizontally, the Portal Pendant
Light will be the highlight to
any architectural space. Like
a magic trick, the circle of
transparent perspex transforms
into a seamless sheet of light.
The powder coated aluminium
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surround hides a line of linear light,
which when turned on, transforms
the etched diffuser into a solid
sheet of light. To further expand
upon its unique functionality, this
pendant has been developed with
a tunable white option (ranging
from 2700–5700K). A result
of elegant design and a unique
optical trick, this suspended
contemporary luminaire will
enhance any space, from offices to
hotels, restaurants and homes.

unios.com/portal
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Portal

Pendant Series

Collectively, the two mounting options and three
sizes create a compelling architectural pendant
that both sits in harmony with the rest of the
Unios range while providing a fresh perspective
on a decorative luminaire.
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Vertical and horizontal orientations

Three distinct sizes

Depending on the design intent,
the Portal Pendant Series can
be used in a vertical or horizontal
application. Mix and match the
two mounting options and three
sizes to create eye-catching
clusters in architectural spaces.

With three sizes available
(730mm, 905mm and 1080mm)
the extremely slim profile of the
Portal offers a wide light coverage
and versatile size options that can
blend harmoniously into
its surroundings.

Light and transparency

Bluetooth-enabled

See through the etched diffuser
of the Portal Pendant Series
during the day, where artificial
lighting is not required and be
totally transformed by its smooth,
dispersed illumination at night.

The Portal Pendant Series is
bluetooth-enabled through
a Casambi solution. Control
dimming, colour temperature
and create scenes all from your
smartphone or tablet.

unios.com/portal
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Portal

Pendant Series

Create comfortable spaces that can adapt to the changing
requirements with tunable white technology in the Portal
Pendant Series. Allowing for complete CCT flexibility, the
Portal covers colour temperatures from 2700 to 5700K.
Dial in the perfect colour of light depending on the mood,
circumstances and space.
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2700K

4000K

5700K

Where visual comfort is a
priority such as in hotels and
restaurants, this pendant can
be tuned to a warm 2700K
colour temperature.

Project applications such as
offices and receptions may
call for the Portal as a feature
pendant tuned to a 4000K
colour temperature.

In environments where a
white light is required such as
showrooms and retail fit-outs, the
Portal can be tuned to a cooler
5700K colour temperature.

unios.com/portal
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Portal

Pendant Series

Portal 700

Portal 900

Portal 1000

Measurements (mm)

Measurements (mm)

Measurements (mm)

H700

H900

H1000
Ø 265
3000

Ø 265
3000

3000

Ø 265

Beam Options

Flood | 157° (F)
Ø 730

Ø 905

V700

Ø 1080

V900

V1000
Ø 265

Ø 265
3000

3000

3000

Ø 265

Ø 730

Ø 905

Ø 1080

Absolute Luminous Flux

Absolute Luminous Flux

Absolute Luminous Flux

3000K:
47W (1050mA)
Tunable White:
48W (24V DC)
2877lm (at 3000K)

3000K:
58W (1400mA)
Tunable White:
58W (24V DC)
3593lm (at 3000K)

3000K:
63W (1400mA)
Tunable White:
72W (24V DC)
3803lm (at 3000K)

Beam

Beam

Beam

157° (F)

157° (F)

157° (F)

Finishes
Textured Black
General Specifications
Material
IP
Warranty

Powder Coated Aluminium,
Etched PMMA
20
5 Years

LED
Colour Temp

3000K, 2700K–5700K (Tunable White)

CRI (Ra/R9)

90+/>50

Efficacy

Up to 60lm/W

Colour Deviation

SDCM≤3

Lifetime

>80,000h L70B50

Driver
240V Built-in Analogue 0-10V Dimmable Driver (3000K)
240V Built-in Dimmable Driver with Casambi Bluetooth Control (Tunable White)1
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Edition 28.7.20 | Product design and technical data may be subject to change

Notes
1
Tunable White Portal comes with Casambi Bluetooth
control as standard and is optionally available for the
3000K model.

Ceiling | unios.com/portal
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